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SUMMARY

In current models, learning the relationship between
environmental stimuli and the outcomes of actions
involves both stimulus-driven and goal-directed sys-
tems, mediated in part by the DLS and DMS, respec-
tively. However, though these models emphasize
the importance of the DLS in governing actions after
extensive experience has accumulated, there is
growing evidence of DLS engagement from the onset
of training. Here, we used in vivo photosilencing to
reveal that DLS recruitment interferes with early
touchscreen discrimination learning. We also show
that the direct output pathway of the DLS is preferen-
tially recruited and causally involved in early learning
and find that silencing the normal contribution of
the DLS produces plasticity-related alterations in a
PL-DMS circuit. These data provide further evidence
suggesting that the DLS is recruited in the construc-
tion of stimulus-elicited actions that ultimately auto-
mate behavior and liberate cognitive resources for
other demands, but with a cost to performance at
the outset of learning.

INTRODUCTION

The dorsolateral striatum (DLS) and dorsomedial striatum (DMS)

support the ability to learn to detect, discriminate, and engage

with environmental stimuli that lead to rewards and avoid those

that do not. Current theories emphasize DMS support of goal-

directed learning that is rapidly acquired and responsive to

changes in choice outcomes, gradually supplanted by DLS-

mediated, stimulus-driven, habitual performance as experience

accrues and choice outcome becomes predictable (Balleine

et al., 2009; Corbit et al., 2012; Friend and Kravitz, 2014; Gray-

biel, 2008; Surmeier, 2013).

In now classic studies, DLS lesions or inactivation prevented

the development of outcome-impervious habit behavior in a

rat lever-press operant task, whereas conversely, DMS inacti-

vation or NMDA receptor blockade rendered rats insensitive
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to changes in outcome value in a two-choice, two-outcome

instrumental lever-press task (Yin et al., 2005a, 2005b, 2006).

The implication of these studies, that the DMS and DLS

generate parallel forms of learning in tandem, is elegantly

demonstrated by work showing that learning context can gate

the ability of mice to toggle between goal-directed and habitual

performance (Gremel and Costa, 2013). Moreover, there are

data from a wide range of tasks showing that the DLS exhibits

robust task-related activity from early training (Brigman et al.,

2013; Kim et al., 2013; Kimchi et al., 2009; Stalnaker et al.,

2010; Thorn et al., 2010).

Indeed, it has long been posited that stimulus-driven and goal-

directed systems develop in tandem and can varyingly compete

or cooperate for control over actions at certain points in learning

(Balleine and Ostlund, 2007; Balleine et al., 2007; Bradfield and

Balleine, 2013; Corbit and Janak, 2007; Daw et al., 2005; Dickin-

son and Balleine, 1995; Smith and Graybiel, 2013; Thorndike,

1911; Vicente et al., 2016; Yin et al., 2006). Some of the clearest

evidence supporting this model stems from the observation that

DLS lesioning can in some instances expedite learning (Bradfield

and Balleine, 2013), possibly by shifting control to goal-directed

learning systems (for related discussion, see Daw et al., 2005;

Yin et al., 2004).

Despite these prior findings, the contribution of the DLS to

learning remains to be described in certain choice paradigms,

using techniques that allow control of neuronal activity specif-

ically when choices are made (as opposed to pre-test lesions

and inactivations). In the present study, we sought to extend

the literature by examining the contribution of the DLS to perfor-

mance on a visual discrimination task using a touchscreen-

based platform that has close analogs in human cognitive test

batteries and therefore lends itself to translational studies of

cognitive impairment in psychiatric illness (Horner et al., 2013).

We hypothesized that attenuating the activity of the DLS, using

optogenetics, around the time mice were making responses in

a discrimination learning task would alter performance at spe-

cific, most likely early, stages of learning.

Our findings show that photosilencing DLS neurons as mice

acquired discriminated choices expedites early learning and im-

proves the use of information about prior choice outcomes. We

also show that the direct output pathway of the DLS is preferen-

tially recruited and causally involved in choice learning, while
).
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Figure 1. DLS Photosilencing Expedites Early Discriminated Choice Learning

(A–C) Touchscreen visual discrimination training (A) increased correct responding (F2,50 = 185.25, p < 0.01, n = 26) (B) and decreased error rates (F2,50 = 161.06,

p < 0.01) (C).

(D) GFP-labeled DLS AAV-expression. EP, endopeduncular nucleus; GPe, external globus pallidus; SNr, substantia nigra reticulata.

(E) Green light reduced DLS neuronal activity ex vivo (t[80] = 4.68, p < 0.01, n = 7).

(F and G) DLS photosilencing did not affect open-field locomotion (F) or real-time place preference (G).

(H–L) DLS photosilencing (H) increased early-stage percentage correct responding (t[14] = 2.40, p = 0.05, n = 7–9) (I), decreased errors (t[14] = 2.91, p < 0.01) (J),

and increased percentage win-stay (t[14] = 2.92, p < 0.05) (K) and percentage lose-shift (t[14] = 2.96, p < 0.05) (L) behavior.

*p < 0.05. Data are mean ± SEM.
the indirect output pathway exerts a significant, though less

prominent, influence on performance. Furthermore, through

analysis of systems-wide patterns of Arc expression at different

stages of learning, we reveal how DLS photosilencing produces

adaptations in a prelimbic cortex-DMS circuit known to act as a

substrate for goal-directed learning.

Taken together, these data suggest the DLS may begin form-

ing stimulus-driven associations from the earliest stages of

learning of a discriminated choice, but with the cost of tempo-

rarily retarding performance, in line with current theories (Brad-

field and Balleine, 2013; Daw et al., 2005). More generally, our

findings add to a growing body of evidence that the DLS and

DMS are engaged in a parallel, rather than sequential, manner

as learning develops, with potential implications for understand-

ing how dorsal striatal dysfunction contributes to neuropsychi-

atric conditions such as addiction.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

DLS Photosilencing Expedites Early Learning
To examine the role of DLS in choice learning, we used a task

wherein mice learned, in a stage-wise manner, to respond to

one of two visual stimuli on a touch-sensitive monitor (DePoy

et al., 2013; Graybeal et al., 2011; Izquierdo et al., 2006). A biased

design was adopted, in which mice were rewarded for choosing

the stimulus (‘‘fan’’) that was visually non-preferred (30%–40%

unconditioned choice versus 60%–70% unconditioned choice

for the unrewarded ‘‘marble’’ stimulus) at the start of training (Fig-

ure 1A).Mice learned to reliably (>85%correct in twoconsecutive

sessions) obtain food rewardwithin�11 ± 1 daily sessions (583 ±

37 trials) (Figures 1B and 1C). To silence DLS neuronal activity

in this task, we virally expressed the light-gated opsin arch-

aerhodopsin (ArchT; rAAV8/CAG-ArchT-GFP) and confirmed
Cell Reports 23, 2264–2272, May 22, 2018 2265



the efficacy of the virus using ex vivo slice electrophysiology

(Figures 1D and 1E). Behaviorally, we first showed that shining

green light in the DLS did not alter performance in an open

field or in a real-time place-preference assay, measures of

motor and reward-related behavior, respectively (Figures 1F,

1G, and S1).

In the learning task, we found that photosilencing the DLS

in each trial, as mice made a choice on the touchscreen (light

on from stimuli presentation through reward collection < 10 s

on average), significantly improved correct responding and

reduced error rates during early learning (and quickened

late-stage response latency), without affecting reward retrieval

latencies or overall response number at any stage (Figures

1H–1J and S1). In fact, the effects of silencing were already

evident at the very start of testing, with a significantly lower error

rate in the photosilenced group in both the first (GFP = 72.4 ± 4.6

errors, ArchT = 55.4 ± 3.8 errors; t[14] = 2.9, p < 0.05) and second

(GFP = 70.3 ± 5.7 errors, ArchT = 45.4 ± 5.7 errors; t[14] = 3.0,

p < 0.01) sessions, as well as higher correct responding in the

second session (GFP = 10.4 ± 1.7 errors, ArchT = 16.1 ± 1.1

errors; t[14] = 2.6, p < 0.05). Furthermore, by analyzing the

trial-by-trial sequence of choices, we found that DLS silencing

increased ‘‘win-stay’’ and ‘‘lose-shift’’ behavior during early

learning (Figures 1K and 1L). These data show that silencing

the DLS significantly facilitated early choice learning, associated

with improved use of prior trial outcomes to guide choice.

In contrast to these effects of silencing at choice, early learning

was unaffected byDLS silencing at reward collection (Figure S1).

There remained the possibility that rather than improving early

learning, DLS silencing altered performance by changing the

perception of the two stimuli. For example, because as noted

above, mice show an unlearned perceptual preference for the

non-rewarded ‘‘marble’’ stimulus at the start of training (meaning

that percentage correct choice begins below chance), any effect

that caused a reduction in this bias would increase relative

choice of the rewarded ‘‘fan’’ stimulus, leading to an apparent

rapid improvement in learning (because percentage correct

choice would be at chance, not below). To discount this possibil-

ity, we trained a cohort with the stimulus-reward contingencies

switched (‘‘marble’’ rewarded; initial performance now well

above chance): if DLS silencing interfered with perception,

then percentage correct choice would have decreased to

chance levels (‘‘impaired’’ early leaning), which was not the

case (Figure S2). Finally, to exclude the possibility that the

absence of effects of DLS silencing at later learning was due to

loss of the efficacy of inhibition after repeated photosilencing,

we showed that silencing only once learning criterion was fully

attained also failed to affect performance (Figure S2).

Next, we further examined the behavioral effects of DLS

silencing on early learning by video-tracking patterns of move-

ment in the operant chamber as a function of separate zones

we defined in the vicinity of the touchscreen or reward collection

magazine or the transition area between these two zones (Fig-

ure 2). This revealed that DLS silencing slowed and decreased

movement in the transition zone located during early learning

and also reduced the number of visits (and slightly but signifi-

cantly reduced the speed of movement) in the touchscreen

choice zone (Figure 2).
2266 Cell Reports 23, 2264–2272, May 22, 2018
One interpretation of these changes is that facilitation of early

learning resulting from DLS silencing was reflected in choices

that were executed in a more motorically economical and delib-

erative manner (Redish, 2016). But why would silencing this

region produce such an effect? With accrued experience, the

DLS is posited to be a substrate for the concatenation of action

sequence into a streamlined stimulus-driven response (Dezfouli

et al., 2014; Graybiel, 1998; Jin and Costa, 2010). However, early

in training, the engagement of the DLS may lead to the genera-

tion of multiple, individual actions that are not as yet organized

into an effective ‘‘meta-action.’’ Thus, DLS silencing may have

reduced redundant action generation to decrease overall move-

ment as choices were executed effectively. In this context, one

interesting avenue for future work could involve limiting DLS

silencing to specific behavioral actions during the period of

choice deliberation in order to begin dissecting the precise role

of the DLS in mediating early discrimination performance.

Taken together, this initial set of experiments demonstrated

behavioral changes resulting from DLS silencing that are not

only consistent with the active involvement of the DLS from the

earliest stages of learning but suggest that this engagement nor-

mally interactswith other systems,with the effect of impeding the

initial acquisition of rewarded choice. The early recruitment of the

DLS in this task fits well with prior studies that have concluded

that the DLS is capable of supporting learning in a wide variety

of assays (Gremel and Lovinger, 2016; Gremel and Costa,

2013; Kim et al., 2013; Kimchi et al., 2009; Stalnaker et al.,

2010; Thorn et al., 2010; Yin et al., 2004, 2005a, 2005b, 2006,

2009). It does remain possible, however, that rather than reflect-

ing an effect of removing the involvement of the DLS in early

discrimination learning, the early improvement in performance

stems from the attenuation of a competing stimulus-reward rela-

tionship formed prior to the discrimination, during pre-training. In

principal, these possibilities could be parsed by silencing DLS

during discrimination in mice that had received no prior experi-

ence in the touchscreen apparatus; though it is unclear if the

discrimination could even be learned under such conditions.

Specific Striatal Output Pathways Contribute to
Learning
Our next step was to ask whether this contribution of the DLS

to learning was mediated at the level of specific (direct versus

indirect) output pathways that are segregated by anatomical

connectivity (somatomotor versus prefrontal) and molecular

phenotype (dopamine receptor D1; Drd1 versus Drd2 or adeno-

sine A2a receptor; Adora2a) (Gerfen and Surmeier, 2011). To this

end, we used fluorescence in situ hybridization to quantify the

relative number of DLS Drd1- or Drd2-expressing cells

that were activated at different stages of learning. We used the

expression levels of Arc mRNA (Arc), as a readout of learning-

induced synaptic plasticity, rather than neuronal activation

more generally (as would indicated by with other IEG markers

such as c-Fos (Shepherd and Bear, 2011) (Figures 3A–3D). To

test the relative expression levels of Arc in Drd1 or Drd2 DLS

neurons following activity, we first quantified Arc expression

following stimulation with a strong chemical (pentylenetetrazole)

induction stimulus and confirmed no differences between cell

types (Figure S3).
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Figure 2. Effects of DLS Photosilencing Effects on Spatiotemporal Parameters in the Touchscreen Task

(A) Definitions of choice, transition, and reward zones.

(B) Representative heatmap of cumulative time spent in each zone.

(C) Percentage distribution of time in each zone did not differ between GFP and ArchT groups.

(D) Average time to session completion did not differ between GFP and ArchT groups.

(E) Average inter-trial interval did not differ between GFP and ArchT groups.

(F) Total responses made did not differ between GFP and ArchT groups.

(G) The ArchT group traveled less distance in the transition zone than GFP controls (t[14] = 2.81, p < 0.05).

(H) The ArchT group moved more slowly in the transition (t[14] = 2.30, p < 0.05) and choice (t[14] = 2.18, p < 0.05) zones than GFP controls.

(I) The ArchT group visited the choice zone less frequently than GFP controls (t[14] = 2.38, p < 0.05).

(J) Representative movement speed traces in GFP and ArchT groups (maximum green = 7.5 cm/s, maximum red = 1.5 cm/s).

*p < 0.05. Data are mean ± SEM.
We found that although the overall number of activated (Arc-

positive) DLS cells was unaltered with training, the activated

proportion that were Arc/Drd1 coexpressing was high during

early learning and then significantly decreased from early to

late learning, whereas the proportion that were Arc/Drd2 coex-

pressing did not change across stages (Figures 3E and 3F).

These data suggest the direct output pathway of the DLS is

preferentially recruited at early learning and that, as learning

progresses, activity becomes more evenly distributed across

the output pathways, though there remained a significant

Drd1 bias even at late learning (Figure 3G). A comparable shift

from the direct to indirect pathway has previously been found

to parallel the transition from outcome-based to stimulus-driven

behavior in other behavioral settings (Furlong et al., 2015; Shan

et al., 2014), suggesting that direct-pathway predominance

early in training may be a phenomenon that is common across

tasks, reflecting the strong action-drive (‘‘go signal’’) that is

attributed to this pathway (Cui et al., 2014; Friend and Kravitz,

2014).

If early direct-pathway recruitment is important to DLS media-

tion of learning in the choice task, then disrupting it should affect
performance. To test for this, we selectively silenced the DLS

direct pathway by expressing rAAV5/EF1a-DIO-eArch3.0-eYFP

in Drd1-Cre transgenic mice and shining green light at the time

of choice. We found that silencing the pathway significantly

improved correct responding, reduced error rates, and improved

both win-stay and lose-shift behavior during early learning,

as well as reducing response latencies at all stages (Figures

3H–3L and S4). These data show that restricting silencing to

the direct pathway by and large mimicked the learning-facili-

tating effects of pathway-nonspecific silencing and fit with our

observation that the direct pathway is preferentially recruited in

the DLS during early learning.

Although providing support for the functional importance of

the direct pathway, these data do not speak to the possible

contribution of the indirect pathway to performance in the choice

task. This is a particularly pertinent issue in view of growing evi-

dence that indirect-pathway striatal neurons do not simply act as

a ‘‘stop signal,’’ as traditional models proposed, but exert amore

nuanced influence on action learning (Cui et al., 2014; Friend and

Kravitz, 2014; Tecuapetla et al., 2016). We therefore selectively

silenced the indirect pathway by shining green light at choice
Cell Reports 23, 2264–2272, May 22, 2018 2267
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Figure 3. Pathway-Specific Recruitment during Learning

(A–D) Representative immediate-early gene activity (Arc) in DLS Drd1- and Drd2-labelled cells.

(E) The overall number of Arc+ DLS cells was unaltered from early to late learning.

(F) Drd1-labelled, but not Drd2-labelled, Arc+ cells decreased from early (n = 3 mice, n = 30–34 sections, n = 1,800 cells) to late (n = 3 mice, n = 30–34 sections,

n = 2,040) learning (t(62) = 5.14, p < 0.05).

(G) There was a significant bias for Arc/Drd1-labeled over Arc/Drd2-labeled DLS neurons at early (t(58) = 8.37, p < 0.01) and late-learning (t(66) = 3.97, p < 0.01),

though this decreased across stages (t(62) = 2.10, p < 0.05).

(H–L) DLS direct-pathway-photosilencing (H) increased early-stage % correct responding (t(14) = 3.29, p < 0.01; n = 7–9) (I), decreased errors (t(14) = 3.64,

p < 0.01) (J), and increased % win-stay (t(14) = 4.26, p < 0.01) (K), and % lose-shift behavior (t(14) = 2.74, p < 0.05) (L).

(M–Q) DLS indirect-pathway-photosilencing (M) had no effect on % correct responding (N) but decreased early-stage errors (t(14) = 2.14, p = 0.05, n = 8) (O).

There were no effects of DLS indirect-pathway-photosilencing on % win-stay (P) or % lose-shift behavior (Q) *p < 0.05. Data are mean ± SEM.
on DLS cells expressing rAAV5/EF1a-DIO-eArch3.0-eYFP in

Adora2a-cre BAC transgenic mice (Figure 3M).

This manipulation decreased early-stage error rates but, unlike

direct-pathway silencing, did not alter early correct responding

and slowed, rather thanquickened,mid-stage response latencies

(Figures 3N–3Q and S4). Overall, the weaker effects of indirect-

pathway silencing on early learning align with the Arc mRNA

expression results that suggestedapreponderantdirect-pathway

role at this stage. Moreover, the pattern of effects that were

produced by silencing the indirect pathway mirrored those of

direct-pathway silencing for somemeasures (reduced error rates)
2268 Cell Reports 23, 2264–2272, May 22, 2018
but differed (no change in percentage correct choice, win-shift,

lose-stay) or were opposite for others (slower mid-stage choice

latencies). These data add to growing evidence for a more com-

plex (both cooperative and divergent) relationship between the

pathways in guiding complex actions than traditionally thought

(Cui et al., 2014; Surmeier, 2013; Tecuapetla et al., 2016).

Silencing the DLS Leads to Systems-Level
Reorganization of Arc Expression
Our finding that DLS silencing promoted early choice learning,

together with the fact that performance was established to a
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Figure 4. System-Level Adaptations to DLS Photosilencing

(A) Effects of DLS photosilencing on number of Arc+ neurons in various brain regions was quantified after early or late learning.

(B–E) Irrespective of DLS photosilencing or learning stage, Arc+ neuronal number was highly correlated between DMS and PL (B and C), but not DMS and SM

(D and E) (data from n = 5–9 mice, n = 6 sections per mouse, n = 650–790 DMS cells, n = 1,600–1,772 PL cells).

(F–P) DLS photosilencing decreased late-learning Arc expression in DMS (F) (t[11] = 3.76, p < 0.01, n = 59) and PL (G) (t[11] = 5.88, p < 0.01), not SM or NAc (H–K).

DLS-photosilencing decreased late-learning Arc expression in DMS (F, t(11) = 3.76, p < 0.01, n = 5–9) and PL t(11) = 5.88, p < 0.01) (G), not SM (H), NAc shell or

NAc core (I–K) DMS-photosilencing (L) impaired mid/late-learning on multiple measures (M, % correct mid = t(13) = 2.22, p < 0.05; N, errors mid = t(13) = 2.43,

p < 0.05, late = t(13) = 2.56, p < 0.05; O, % win-stay trials mid = t(13) = 2.30, p < 0.05, late = t(13) = 2.13, p = .05; n = 7–8) and increased late-stage lose-shift

behavior (t(14) = 2.58, p < 0.05) (P).

*p < 0.05. Data are mean ± SEM. Scale bar = 50 mm.
high level without the normal contribution of the DLS, implies

that the recruitment of other learning systems are capable of

supporting the behavior. To provide some initial insight into the

identity of alternative systems that are recruited when mice

were forced to learn this choice task with the DLS silenced, we

trained mice with concomitant DLS silencing and then immuno-

histochemically stained neurons in multiple cortical, striatal, and

amygdaloid regions for Arc (Figure 4A). As a first step in

analyzing these Arc data, we looked for general patterns (i.e.,

irrespective of silencing condition or learning stage) of coordi-

nated activity across regions by performing cross-correlations

of Arc counts. We saw a very strong correlation between the

number of Arc-stained neurons in the DMS and the prelimbic

subregion of medial prefrontal cortex (PL) (Fisher transformation,

r = 0.74, df[27], p < 0.05 after nine-comparison Bonferroni

correction) (Figures 4B and 4C). No significant correlations
were evident for any other brain regions, including for the DMS

and other regions, such as the somatomotor cortex (SM) (Figures

4D, 4E, and S5). These data strongly suggest close functional

integration between the PL and DMS in choice learning, as has

been previously documented for various forms of outcome-

based learning (Balleine et al., 2009).

Next, we examined Arc expression to gain insight into which

brain regions might be undergoing compensatory task-related

neuronal recruitment and plasticity as a consequence of having

to learn the task with the DLS silenced (Steward et al., 1998).

Results indicated that when the DLS was silenced throughout

training, the number of Arc-positive neurons in the PL and

DMSwasmarkedly reduced at the late learning stage, compared

with non-silenced controls (Figures 4F and 4G). There was no ef-

fect of silencing on these regions at early learning, nor was there

an effect on any of the other regions examined, including the SM,
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insular cortex, nucleus accumbens, and amygdala (Figures

4H–4K and S5). These data offer evidence of a highly specific

alteration in the PL-DMS circuit as a result of DLS-silencing.

It is tempting to speculate that this alteration represents the

augmented recruitment of a circuit comprising these regions

to resolve choice learning in the absence of a normally func-

tioning DLS. Although it may appear paradoxical that increased

PL-DMS engagement would manifest as a smaller, rather than

larger, neuronal population at late learning, prior studies in other

regions have reported decreases in the size of a task-related

neuronal ensemble coincident with improvements in learning

(Komiyama et al., 2010). Transcriptional and post-translational

regulation of Arc has been associated with both long-term

potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) processes

(Bramham et al., 2010). Therefore, another interpretation is

that the reduction in Arc-expressing neurons in the PL/DMS

reflects compensatory changes in synaptic plasticity within

this pathway, rather than recruitment per se. However, formally

testing these interpretations would require more direct measure-

ments of plasticity, for example by measuring synaptic currents

and LTP/LTD in PL-DMS neurons in mice that had learned the

discrimination task with the DLS silenced throughout (Yin et al.,

2009). Further studies would also be needed to fully explore

potential functional changes in other regions, stemming from

DLS silencing (e.g., downstream pallidal and nigral output areas

(Lee et al., 2016), that could contribute to the learning effects of

silencing the DLS.

The suggestion that DLS silencing results in the compensatory

engagement of a PL-DMS circuit, acting as an alternative system

to subserve choice learning, assumes that the DMS and its in-

puts from PL functionally support this task, which has not been

demonstrated. Therefore, to establish a role for the DMS in this

task, we expressed rAAV8/CAG-ArchT-GFP to silence the region

during learning, using the same procedure that we used for DLS

silencing (Figure 4L). We found that DMS silencing at choice pro-

duced quite widespread deficits across learning: reductions in

mid- and late-stage correct responding and win-stay behavior

and accompanying increases in error rates (Figures 4M–4P

and S6). Decrements in performance were not evident at the

early stage, but it should be borne in mind that performance at

this stage in the control group is already essentially at floor at

�30% correct responding, which reflects the aforementioned

unlearned perceptual bias for the unrewarded stimulus in this

stimulus pairing. As such, it is unclear if DMS silencing failed to

affect early learning or the task is simply unable to detect such

an effect. The question of whether specific silencing of the direct

and indirect pathways of the DMS would affect learning also

remains one that should be addressed in future work.

The main conclusion from this set of experiments is that with

the DLS silenced, choice learning led to a high correlated pattern

of Arc activity, specifically involving two brain regions, the PL

and DMS, which are known key mediators of goal-directed

types of performance. Furthermore, with the normal operation

of the DMS compromised through photosilencing, performance

became error prone and less responsive to prior outcomes,

a profile that is characteristic of a DLS-like stimulus-driven

strategy. Another important observation is that although DMS

silencing disrupted performance, excellent (criterion) levels of
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choice proficiency were still attained with training. Along similar

lines, though initial learning was significantly affected by, in this

case, expedited DLS silencing, mice went on to display accurate

choice behavior that was no different from that seen in controls.

The broader implication is that there appears to be an essential

redundancy between the DMS and DLS, and the goal-directed

and stimulus-driven learning strategies they respectively support

in this visual discrimination paradigm. That is, although both

contribute to discrimination learning in critical ways, disruption

of one system does not necessarily preclude criterion perfor-

mance in the task. This is entirely in keeping with current

models (Bradfield and Balleine, 2013; Daw et al., 2005) and prior

work that has drawn similar conclusions using a diverse range

of functional measures and manipulations from instrumental,

maze-based, and skill-learning paradigms (see Introduction

and citations therein).

Redundant learning systems would serve to safeguard behav-

iors that are crucial to fitness (e.g., exploiting resources that reli-

ably produce food, while minimizing time- and resource-costly

exploratory foraging). Indeed, it would be advantageous if the

two parallel systems could functionally substitute for each other

earlier in learning, before performance had reached final criterion

levels. To test for this, we trained a cohort of mice to high but still

sub-criterion levels of performance (�70% correct) and then

photosilenced the DMS. Results showed that silencing failed to

disrupt behavior in these partially trained mice (Figure S6),

demonstrating choice learning was protected against a loss of

DMS function, presumably because, by this point in training,

learning had been instantiated by alternate systems, including

the DLS.

Concluding Remarks
Long-standing theories propose the parallel recruitment of stim-

ulus-driven and goal-directed learning systems, mediated in

part by the DLS and DMS, respectively (Balleine and Ostlund,

2007; Bradfield and Balleine, 2013; Dickinson and Balleine,

1995; Thorndike, 1911). Current models also emphasize the

importance of the DLS in governing actions after extensive expe-

rience has accumulated about the relationship between stimuli

and rewards or their absence. However, our findings provide

evidence that, at least in the context of choice learning, the

DLS begins to exert an influence over behavior from the outset

of learning. This influence likely reflects the nascent construction

of stimulus-elicited meta-actions that can ultimately automate

behavior and liberate cognitive resources for other demands

(Dezfouli et al., 2014), but with a cost to performance. Our study

offers a new appreciation for how parallel striatal systems can

interact at various points across discrimination learning.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for detailed procedures.

Subjects

Unless stated otherwise, subjects were adult male C57BL/6J mice.

Behavioral Task

All discrimination learning was conducted using the Bussey-Saksida Touch

Screen System (Horner et al., 2013).



Viral Infusion and Optical Fiber Implantation

For pathway-non-specific DLS photosilencing, mice were bilaterally infused

with rAAV8/CAG-ArchT-GFP or rAAV8/CAG-GFP in the DLS. A ceramic ferrule

assembly was implanted above the viral injection site.

Effects of DLS Silencing on Ex Vivo Neuronal Activity

Brain slices containing the dorsal striatum were prepared for recording from

C57BL/6J mice after bilateral infusion of rAAV8/CAG-ArchT-GFP into the DLS.

Effects of DLS Silencing in the Open Field and Real-Time Place

Preference Tests

Mice were bilaterally infected with rAAV8/CAG-ArchT-GFP and tested in the

open-field and real-time place preference (RTPP) tests.

Effects of DLS Silencing at Choice on Learning

Mice were pre-trained on the touchscreen and then bilaterally infected

with either rAAV8/CAG-ArchT-GFP or rAAV8/CAG-GFP to silence the DLS.

For silencing, light was delivered at trial initiation through choice to reward

collection (correct trial) and at trial initiation through choice to 3 s post-choice

(incorrect trial).

Effects of DLS Silencing at Reward

The procedures were identical to those described above, except that light was

delivered at reward collection.

Effects of DLS Silencing at Choice on Early Learning, with the

Alternate Stimulus Rewarded

The procedures were identical to those described above, except that the

responses at the ‘‘marble’’ stimulus produced a food reward, whereas

responses at the ‘‘fan’’ stimulus (i.e., ‘‘errors’’) produced no food reward.

Mice were tested during early learning.

Effects of DLS Silencing at Choice on Learning Criterion

The procedures were identical to those described above for silencing at

choice, except that silencing was restricted to the three sessions after

discrimination training without silencing, to attain at least 85% correct

performance on two consecutive test days (the late learning stage) (Figures

1B and 1C).

Effects of DLS Silencing on Spatiotemporal Measures of Learning

The procedures were identical to those described above for silencing at

choice. Behavior was recorded during early, mid, and late stages using an

overhead infrared camera and videos analyzed offline (Figure 2).

Assessment of Learning-Related DLS Output-Pathway Recruitment

Mice were given two discrimination sessions (early group), and another group

was trained to criterion (late group), then prepared for fluorescence in situ

hybridization.

Comparison of Induced Arc Expression in the DLS Direct and

Indirect Pathways

Hemizygous B6.Cg-Tg(Drd1a-tdTomato)6Calak/J x hemizygous Tg(Drd2-

EGFP)S118Gsat (GENSAT) dual-reporter mice (C57BL/6J background) were

injected with pentylenetetrazole and prepared for immunohistochemistry.

Effects of DLS Direct Pathway Silencing on Learning

Male Drd1-Cre-positive and Cre-negative mice were used for testing (Gerfen

et al., 2013). Following pre-training, the DLS was bilaterally infected with

rAAV5/EF1a-DIO-eArch3.0-eYFP, and optical fibers were implanted. The pro-

cedures were identical to those described above for silencing at choice.

Effects of DLS Indirect-Pathway Silencing on Learning

Male Adora2a-Cre-positive and Cre-negative mice were used for testing.

Following pre-training, the DLS was bilaterally infected with rAAV5/EF1a-

DIO-eArch3.0-eYFP and optical fibers implanted. The procedures were iden-

tical to those described above for silencing at choice.
Assessment of System-Level Adaptations due to DLS Silencing

The procedures were identical to those described above for silencing

at choice. One group was given two discrimination sessions (early group),

and another group was trained to criterion (late group) and prepared for Arc

immunohistochemistry.

Effects of DMS Silencing at Choice on Learning

Mice were pre-trained on the touchscreen and then bilaterally infected with

either rAAV8/CAG-ArchT-GFP or rAAV8/CAG-GFP and had optical fibers

implanted into the DMS. Green light was shone during choice.

Effects of DMS Silencing at Choice on Mid-stage Learning

The procedures were identical to those described above for silencing at

choice, except that silencing was restricted to the mid-learning stage.

Statistical Methods

Independent t tests were used for all statistical comparisons. In the case of

multiple comparisons, either the false discovery rate (Benjamini and Hoch-

berg, 1995) or Bonferroni correction was used to control type I error.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures

and six figures and can be found with this article online at https://doi.org/10.

1016/j.celrep.2018.04.081.
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